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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

In the design of present utilization equipments destined for aircraft with constant-
frequency electric systems, transient frequency characteristics of the electric system
are not taken into consideration because these characteristics have not been defined or
their limits specified in appropriate military specifications. Thus the equipment often
fails to give anticipated performance in the aircraft even though it did provide full per-
formance under laboratory conditions. This has forced industry to set many arbitrary
definitions and/or limits for transient frequency, but to date there has been little agree-
ment as to the extent, rate, or duration of the transient frequency changes acceptable for
aircraft constant frequency electric systems.

Confusion in the setting of limits for the transient frequency characteristics has been
"created by the lack of commercially available instrumentation to measure frequency on a
transient basis. Each engineering group interested in measuring transient frequency has
used its own instruments with little Intercorrespondence, reference (a). This variation
in instruments has been unavoidable, since the problem has not been defined sufficiently
to determine the exact information desired from the instrumentation.

Also, few data are available about the characteristics of frequency modulation. Recent'
compatibility problems in the field have alerted the designers of electric systems that
frequency modulation must be contained within definite limits, and the designers of utili-
zation equipment must consider the presence of frequency modulation in their designs.
However, compatibility cannot be assured until characteristics are defined and limits
have been established.

Ite Bureau of Aeronautics (BUAER) established TED Project No. ADC EL-52043 by
reference (b) for the U. 8. Naval Air Development Center (NADEVCEN) to review Specifi-
cation No. MIL-E-7894, reference (c), and to make recommendations for revisions. Among
the weaknesses of this specification revealed by the study was the absence of definitions
and limits for frequency transients and frequency modulation.

TM& phas report discusses the problem and requirements for adequate instrumenta-
tion, and establishes definitions and limits for the transient-frequency and frequency-
modulation characteristics of constant-frequency aircraft electric systems. The first
phase report on the project, reference (d), described the development of definitions for
voltage moulation.

SUMMARY OF ACTION

A study was made of frequency transients and frequency modulation data assembled
from nearly all airframe, generator and constant speed drive manufacturers. Inconsis-
tencies of initial rates of frequency changes during frequency transients indicated the need
to examine closely the instrumentation used to obtain the data.

The types of instrumentation were Investigated, with the main types reproduced and
operated In the NADEVCEN laboratories. Results of the investigation revealed many areas
of inaccuracies and limiting factors. No attempt was made to develop instrumentation to
overcome all the inherent limitations.

Distribution of this document
is unlimited.
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Data on a limited number of types of generators, regulators, drives, and inverters
were obtained in the NADEVCEN laboratories for both frequency transients and frequency
modulation to supplement the data received from the various engineering groups interested
in the subject.

From the resilts of the instrumentation evaluation, a net of engineering criteria was
I developed. The criteria when met by all instrumentation could place all data on a common

base to allow correlation.

From the data obtained from other engineering groups and NADEVCEN tests, defini-
tions and limiting criteria were developed for frequency transients and frequency modu-
lation.

"CONCLUSIONS

S.. The instrumentation evaluation emphasized the need for improved instrumentation to
measure both frequency transients and frequency modulation. The improvements are
basically in the area of:

S 1. Measuring frequency accurately from the voltage output of a generator while the
measurements are kept independent of voltage fluctuations.

2. Improving the time constant so that rates of frequency change up to 500 cps/s
can be recorded accurately.

3, Improving sensitivity to frequency deviation so that frequency modulation can
be recorded in a readable and accurate manner.

The study of the data of frequency transients has indicated that limits can be defined
in terms of envelopes grouped in overall conditions correlated to electric system actions.
To be compatible with utilization equipment designer's requirements, definition of fre-
quency modulation should be expressed in terms of rate ef ;equency change and total
limit of modulation.,

RXCOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the instrumentation criteria proposed in this report be adopted
as a basis to determine adequacy of instrumentation in the measurement of frequency
transients and frequency modulation. It is considered essential that the development cf
instrumentation to meet all the proposed criteria be fostered.

It is recommended that the specification changes proposed in this report be Included
in the Specification No. MIL-Z.7894. The proposed specification changes should also be
considered In properly modified forms and with appropriate design considerations for in-
clusion in specifications for a-c generators and regulators, constant speed drives, sad
electric power systems.

.111.
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DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM

DEFINITION

In aircraft electric power systems of the so-called constant frequency types, the fre-
quency does not remain constant but varies during quiescent operation within some fre-
quency band, such as 380 to 420 cps, called the steady state limit. Sudden changes in
frequency within and beyond this band can occur during load disturbances or drive system
input disturbances. When the disturbances are transient in nature, corresponding fre-
quency variations including the return to steady state limits due to regulation controls,
are called transient frequency characteristics. Until the characteristics of all frequency
variations are defined within specified limits, designers of utilization equipment cannot
assure compatibility of their equipment with aircraft electric systems.

In accordance with general usage, frequency variations fall within the following three
broad categories, classified by virtue of the extent, rate, and duration of frequency changes:

1. A transient frequency change, which implies a sudden change in frequency within
the definition of transient, deviates a large amount and with a high rate of change. The
deviation and return to steady state is within a short time, perhaps one second.

2. Frequency modulation ie the cyclic and random constant or dynamic variation of
frequency about a mean frequency during steady state system operation. The frequency
modulation is normally within narrow frequency limits and occurs as a result of speed
variations in the generator armature due to dynamic operation of drive and armature
coupling. Rates of frequency changes in frequency modulation are much lower than those
due to transient frequency changes. The mean frequency can change as a result of fre-
quency drift.

3. Frequency drift, which is the slow and random variation in frequency within the
steady state limits, occurs as a result of environmental or service effects on the electric
power drive system. The rates of frequency change are much lower than the other cate-
gories of frequency variations.

This report deals with transient frequency changes and frequency modulation defined

in I and 2 above.

METHOD8 OF MEULREMENT

Measurement of transient frequency is accomplished generally by using a voltage
analog of the deviation from a given frequency. The voltage analog is then fed to a re-
corder having satisfactory response time. Since the frequency transients occur as a
result of disturbances which simultaneously create voltage transients, the frequency
analog has to be insensitive to voltage changes over extremely wide Umits, even though
the voltagie is used to provide the frequency information. Enamination of various instru-
ments used in the past have indicated that none are sufficiently nsesitIve to voltage
change to give accurate indication of the frequency changes for all conditions of electric
system operation.

Many utilization equipment designers have indicated that their equipment is affected
by the degree of transient frequency excursion and also by the rate af frequency change
during the excursion. This, It becomes important to emamine this rate characteristic of
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frequency transients and contain it within specified limits. Since information about rate
of frequency change has not been required from the instruments used to provide transient
frequency recordings, such instruments vary in their ability to show high rates of fre-
quency change.

Another method used to measure frequency deviations is to make direct tachometer
connection to the generator drive equipment. The tachometer voltage output is a function
of speed, allowing the output voltage to be calibrated in terms of frequency. This method
cannot be used universally since tachometers cannot be mounted easily on drives or gen-
erators except for some laboratory operations. This method also has other disadvantages
in that data involving small frequency deviations are difficult to obtain and generator tran-
sient flux shifts and shaft torsions are not seen. Based on these inherent limitations,
this type of instrumentation was not included in this project Investigation.

Considerable data have been published sho 'ng oscillograms of frequency transients
in constant frequency systems. The data, when a-, "embled and integrated, could provide
a basis for the preparation of defined limits for the transient frequency characteristics.
However, the data cannot be considered valid until the instrumentation for each set of data
is verified in the light of projected definitions and limits for the frequency transients.

There are not enough data on frequency modulation to provide a firm basis for estab-
lishing limits of frequency modulation or for establishing definite design criteria which
could be used with component and system design. Limited tests to obtain data on frequency
modulation were made at NADEVCZN to establish a starting base for developing the desired
definitions and limits.

INSTRUMXNTATY.ON

Because of the diverse instruments used to measure frequency transients and fre-
quency modulation, obtained data have not been amenable for correlation. By bringing to
light the variations and Inaccuracies of present instrumentatIon and in establisting specific
requirements for all future instruments, it is hoped that the future will provide consistt
and accurate data for correlation.

The approach to measuring frequency transients has been to use a hrequency di-
criminator centered at 400 cps to obtain a voltage analog of the frequeny cheaep from
400 cps. There has been sufficient experience in the wse of frequency dicrtminators Is
general and for 400 cps It particular so that it should not be dLfftclt to obtain discrim-
Isaters with good Unearity tivao reasonable frequency changes. However, the diacrim-
WNWr by itelt daunt provide the complete pature of transient equcy charges.

tIutnation of composet eharacteristics pi atreraft .osato speed electrk systems
has revealed:

1. The steady saM operating frequency is usualy near 400 cps and ms be sy-
were Is te bead betwe e 80 to 420 pes.

L. ?rumcy b ieaa my7 bvel for the most exrme sos* to 120 or
40 aps. This represaui &* perce tchange from a 400-cpa base.
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3. Disturbances which cause transient frequencies also cause simultaneous voltage
transients. The conditions which cause the widest extremes in frequency transients gen-
erally also cause the widest extremes in voltage transients.

4. Rates of frequency change during frequency transients may be high, perhaps as
much as 500 cps/s.

These are the system characteristics which should be used as the bases for instrumenta-
tion requirements in the measurement of the frequency transients.

During extreme faults in the electric system, system voltage available for the meas-
urement of frequency may drop to as low as S V, and during recovery of the fault the
voltage transient may rise as high as 200 V. These are line-to-neutral rms values.
Any frequency measuring instrument which uses line voltage as input should maintain
its output proportional to frequency change but remain unaffected by the wide input vol-
tage swings. This is a severe requirement not met completely by known instrumentation.

The usual varieties of basic frequency d€scriminators have an output proportional to
both input voltage and input frequency. Figure 1 shows the basic relationships. It is
apparent that interpretation of the output becomes difficult and inaccurate when the input
voltage and frequency vary. In addition, when the frequency varies at rates which cannot
be followed by the instrumentation, interpretation of the true frequency variation from the
output becomes impracticable. Tb maintain the output of the frequency discriminator as
a true analog of frequency variation, there must be some form of voltage regulation or
limiting between the discriminator and its input.

"T" 7 T

"to To ct L

Me *tuft* '0 4,0 66A

to 4

nou I - Amdamentla Vob1t"*o-?eq y balatlosths for a

Ptquncy Diserianator

Flgure 2 osb n a unit which use voltauge regulato of p8s discgWe tubes to main-
Wi La COtst voltap to the 4scrimintor. Igure 3 shows a unit which uses eletraoc
lmitUi8 to m ai commat vola to the dcrimlmtr. Tne rue of volta reguWati
ofthefrst 'ant (fIgure ) i sta ysestebs Is om 54 to 160 V. Te voltageNr-I-
qumCY ehzacteriM we ebm is tlwe 4. Th vobage Imitit• of the oecod uni

-$.-?
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FIGURE 2 Preuency SonsIng Ci.rcuit (courtesy of Westinghouse
Electric 0corporation, Ltma, Ohio)

(figure 3) to fairly pood down to 10 V on the a5-cps span but is poor for the *25-cps
span. The characteristics are shown in figure 5.

Use of figure 4 can be Ilustrated by assumring a fault test where frequency is mew-
ured when the live volts#e has been reduced to 60 V. N an oscllograph deflection of
-0.6 Inch Is asuamed, correspodatg to poltt A on the deflection curve, th pouit can
be moved directly across untd it Intersects the GO-V curve at point B, which falls on the
frequency scale at 386.75 cps (line SQ). If the instrumentatlon were msumed to be is-
dependent of voltage, md only the 11-V curve were used, tU the totersection woult
occur at D, allowing a frequwny error of 2.38 cpa4

AU the forms of liiting are accomplished by clipping the sine wae to provide a
coastsm peak voltage. This clipping process introote large and variable harmonic
contets as a functio of the Input voltage. The peak will remain relatively constant,
but there is no assurce that the fsumental content of the clipped wave will reiasl
cona -,st Wles the motae at which clipping begins Is suffIciently below ihe lewwt
Inpt voltage wbere accurate readings au requied.
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In appendix A a mathematical analysis is shown for the derivation of a generalization
of sine wave component for the first term of a Fourier analysis. This generalization
shows the varying first term as a function of the varying input voltage Em with the clip-
ping level remaining constant. Figure 6 is a plot of error from the derived general-
ization:

A1 Zm (bA, I arcesin f_) +

above I per unit (P.U. =-M). Below 1 per unit, there is no clipping, and A1 follows EM

down linearly to the lowest point considered (0.4 per unit), also shown in figure 6.

---------- WM =Pn OFI• {M 333M 8• AVI

WMP I P. U. PIP WU

FG E6-Fuaen al Ero ntroduce in Clipping Sin av

A 20-V paIk was

----

A

00.2 0.3 0.4 '0.6S 0.0 2 4 10 20 3 0 4 0 7 0 100

AIPUT (V/OLTS PER UNIT)

FIOUMB 6 - Fundamental Er'ror Introduced I~n Clipping a Sine Wave

For example, if 5 percent were allowed an maximum error and a 20-V peak was
considered the lowest voltage, figure 6 may be applied as follows:

1. Point A in the 5 percent error level and correlates to 1.8 per unit.

2. Bince 1.8 per unit represents the lowest voltage level for 5 percent, it corres- ,
ponds to the 20 V. Therefore, I per~unit equals 20 divided by 1.8, or 11.1 V. • •

7-!

4'.
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3. The resultant 11.1 V is the voltage at which clipping would have to begirn to
maintain a minimum of 5 percent accuracy (factor due to clipping only) at the assumed
low- voltage operating point.

The instrumentation discriminator outputs are rectified a-c from the frequency
responsive circuits. Ripple content in this output is generally filtered to provide clean
d-c output. The filter can be of the RC or LC var'Lety. If it is of the LC type, care
must be exercised to assure sufficient loading for at least critical damping, otherwise
sudden changes in input introduce a transient into the output not representing an actual
frequency change. The unit in figure 2 has an LC filter and when its output is fed to a
Brush amplifier-recorder, which has negligible loading, a sudden change in input fre-
quency (or voltage) may introduce distortions in the recording of a frequency. This unit
can be critically damped with a load of 12,500 ohms. In the output circuits which have
RC filters, critical dampening is not a consideration.

Dynamic characteristics of the frequency discriminator are controlled to a large
degree by the type and time constant of its output filter. Since the output is used with
some recording means to obtain a record of frequency transients, then the dynamic
action considerations of the frequency discriminator should also include the time con-
stant of the recorder. Consideration of the dynamic characteristic is important, since
it determines the maximum rate of frequency change that the instrumentation can follow
accurately. The voltage analog of frequency, after being affected by the aforementioned
time constants, should be capable of indicating maximum rates of frequency change of
at least 500 cps/s with an accuracy better than 95 percent. This can be interpreted to
mean that the slope obtained by using 3 times the time constant (TC) of the instr,'menta-
tion as the ordinate and the given voltage output in terms of its frequency analog -.s the
abscissa, defines the maximum rate of frequency change reproduced within an accuracy
of 95 percent.

Figure 7 illustrates such considerations with the frequency scale spread used with
the figure 2 discriminator in combination with a Brush model BL-913 amplifier a'nd
Brush model BL-202 recorder. Reproduced rates of frequency change of 500 cps/s
were within the 95 percent accuracy.

0 r--SI"P -IPaNC"uO i TO INSTRWiEN-

2 TATION SHOWN IN FIO. 2 WITHT
CRITICAL DAMING (12,50011)

4

6 h114.,16

20o 84I • 2C ;5 30 35 40

TIME (M'LLISECOP4OS)

I0 3RUIOMRV0~AI II

lFIOUR•E 7 - Trt•nslent; Qharaoteritstlos 0of 1he ITnstrzumentation Showrn 1rn Pi• 2

-8-
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It is apparent that by increasing the frequency scale span, higher rates of frequency
change can be reproduced with a g;iven set of equipment. This is consistent with the gen-
eral requirements, since the larger rates of frequency changes are experienced during
the transients which also result in the largest frequency swings. The instrumentation
shown in figure 3 has a discriminator output filter which does not allow for accurate
reproduction at the required high rates.

To summarize, instrumentation for recording frequency transients in 380- to 420-
cps systems should have the following characteristics:

1 It should provide a true analog of frequency change relatively independent of
any signal input voltage change between 5 and 200 V rms. This voltage range might be
extended from 3 to 200 V for added facility while frequency transients are checked dur-
ing extreme faults closer to the point of fault.

2 It should provide the frequency change information in the form of positive and
negative outputs representing the frequency variations above and below a nominal fre-
quency as zero output. The accuracy of any final frequency steady state deviation from
nominal should be within 2 percent. For ease in reading a recording, more than one
range in the calibrated frequency spans might be used. Buggested ranges are *4, *20,
and *80 cps. It would also be helpful if the center frequency, nominally considered as
400 cps, could be readily shifted in a calibrated manner within the band between 380 and
420 cpu while any given frequency span is maintained.

S. It should be capable of reproducing rates of frequency change up to 500 cps/s
within a 5 percent accuracy. It would be acceptable foz any full scale span of *20 cps
or les to have at least 5 percent accuracy with rates of frequency change up to 125 cpe/s.

4. The frequency discriminator portion of the instrumentation should be capable of
a *5-V output for each frequency span with an internal impedance of not more than 5000
ohms. This would allow reasonable matching of the output to most commercial oscillo-
graphs. Also this part of the instrumentation should have at least critical dampening
regardless of what recording meoas are used.

Frequency modulation can be measured by the use of the equipment previously dis-
cussed. This equipment has its limitations for this purpose in that the frequency modu.
lation for all normal conditions consists of small frequency deviations and represents
only 5 to 25 percent of full-scale deflection on a sensitive range such as *4 cps. Thus,
the same reasonable levels of interference possibly present during measurement of fre-
quency transients might blank useful information during measurement for frequency
modulation. N span sensitivity can be increased without increasing the minimum levels
of interference correspondingly, and "ringing" can be avoided with increase of IV* in
the discriminator tuned networks, then a span of *2 cps would be adequate for direct
measurement of frequency modulation.

Another approach for measurement of frequency modulation is to obtain a voltage
analog of phase difference between the measured frequency and an arbitrary frequency
standard. The standard would have to be maintained accurately and conveniently to
within 1/20 cps ol the mean of the measured frequency for the duratica of Ul', measure-
ment. Ths allows full scale operation of the instrumentation for small values of fre-
quescy modulation; interference levels are very low because of inherent rejection ol
noise by a phase denofultor. This scheme is compromised in flexibility of measure-
ment by the standard having a fixed frequency which cannot be varied or a variable fre-
quency which cannot be varied in small enough increments.
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Phase discriminators or demodulators of 'various types as shown in references (e)
and (f) can be applied to this approach In instrumentation. One arrangement as set up
In the NADEVCEN laboratories, and its calibration, are shown in Zigure 8. A phase
shifter used for the calibration is described in re ference (f). Recordings M.ide with
this Instrumentation are shown in figures 9, 10, and 11.

20
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Other considerations with this type of instrumentation are as follows:

I. Direction sense of measured frequency is lost since output is plus or minus only
in accordance with the re~latlve instantaneous phase difference between measured and
standard frequency. There is no direct, calibrated, way of knowing whether the measured
frequency is above or below the standard frequency.

2. There is an inherent degree of voltage insensitivity. If the standard frequency
input voltage is sufficiently high, then voltage changes of the measured frequency through
a 2 to 1 range cause little change in output. Since frequency modulation is measured dur-
Ing steady state system operation, this inherent voltage insensitivity is more than adequate
to keep the instrumentation independent of normal voltage variations.

3. The data are presented in the form of phaae difference () and must be inter-

preted to obtain frequency deviation and rate of frequency change. Slope of the data is

-_t, which Is equal to frequency difference from the standard with no direction sense.
This data cannot be readily converted to rate of frequency change, since the second deriv-

ative d-2 is required. The second derivative is extremely difficult to obtain experi-

mentally from the complex wave of phase deviation normally obtained. Some engineering
groups have taken frequency modulation data simultaneously with both the frequency dis-
criminator and phase discriminator types of instrumentation; the phase discriminator
gives accurately small frequency differences, and the frequency discriminator gives sense
of frequency change, rate of frequency change, and the larger frequency deviations.

DISCUSSION

FREQUENCY TRANSIENTS

Transients within aircraft electric systems are considered by utilization equipment
designers on the b.sis of the extent and rate of transient excursions and reoccurrence
within one equipment or aircraft operating period. Different design considerations can
be made for the transients depending upon whether they occur rarely or often. Possible
design rorrelation between the electric system and utilization equipment becomes even
more apparent when It Is considered that the extreme transients are those which occur
rarely and only as a result of faulty system operation, and the smaller transients occur
often as a result of all the normal operations of the system. Classed as a group between
the two conditions of rare and normal operations, are the occasional system operations
which result in large but not extreme transients.

Definitions of the transient characteristics can b,• made on this basis between actual
systems operation and utilization design considerations. The transient limits can be de-
fined as those within tLe following areas:

Area I - The first area defines transient limits resulting from all normal and usual sys-
tem operations during flight preparation, airborne conditions, and landing within the re-
quired aircraft function and mission. A transient within this area could occur at any
given instant, and the utilizatlon equipment should provide 100 percent performance during
and after this disturbance.
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Area II - The second area defines above-normal transients resulting from normal but
extremely heavy load changes required for function of the electric system. These tran-
sients occur occasionally (three or four times) during any one aircraft operational period
as a result of a ccntrolled operaticn within the electric system. An aircraft operational
period can be defized as the time interval from the start of preparation for flight to the
postflight engine shutdown and deactivation of the electric system. These transients
usually occur upon specific aircraft operations. If the utilization equipment were per-
mitted degraded performance for the period of this transient, it should be only to the
extent allowed by the detail specification for that equipment. In any case, by the end of
the transient, the utilization equipment should be fully recovered to 100 percent perfor-
mance with unimpaired reliability.

Area IM - The third area defines the larger transients resulting from unexpected system
actions. These transients rarely occur, perhaps never during the life of an aircraft, and
the exact moment of occurrence is not usually anticipated. For this area of transients,
correlation with utilization equipment could mean:

1. If any performance is required, it should be specified in the equipment detail
apecification.

2. After the transient, automatic return to 100 percent performance may not be

required by the detail specification.

3. Effect on reliability should be negligible.

4. No unsafe condition should arise.

Area IV - The fourth area covers the entirely unanticipated extreme transient. The
electric system designer is responsible for providing an electric system in which the
transients will be confined within the specified limits of the previous three areas. In
the event that a transient does go beyond the widest limit, contrary to all the design
efforts, no responsibility can be expected of the utilization equipment except to remain
in a afe condition and precipitate no adverse conditions other than the natural loss of
the equipment function. After such a transient, the equipment would not be required to
return to operation automatically. Also, when the equipmnent is manually returned to
normal operation, reliability could be impaired.

The approach in defining the four areas places responsibility on the electric system
deesigers without confining the individual design aspects which contribute toward making
ibe overall charactoristics.

Ihormation on frequency transients made available to NADEVCIN from four air-
frame manufacturers and six drive or power equipment manufactuwre was evaluated in
terms of the Iistrumentation used to obtain the data. In general, for frequency transients
involvinq siramltanous heavy voltage swings, the data could not be considered accurate.

The curves shows it figure 13 were prepared to define the overall characteristic of
froujecy transients for 380- to 420-cps systems In terms of the frequency excursion
limits as a fuwcton of time. The curves represent a composite frequency tranest
characteristic for all constast-frequeacy types of aircraft systems powered by the foMow-
Lag types of contnt apeed drves:
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1. Hydraulic

2. Air bleed

3. Air bleed and burn

4. Gas turbine

5. Ram air

6. Inverters of 1500-va capacity and above

7. Drives with which paralleling is accomplished by frequency droop methods.

Compatibility of the limits in figure 8 between the electric system and utilization
equipment is also considered in the four operational areas as follows and is abstracted
in tables I and n1:

1. Area I includes the limits of frequency excursions occurring for all normal
system operations required for the functions of the aircraft. This area includes the
transients created by normal connection or lisconnection of joads. Thus, the area I
limits connote frequency swings that would occur normally and frequently in any eiectric
system action during any aircraft operation and can be anticipated at any time. Utilisa-
tion equipment should be permitted no compromise in performance or reliability due to
frequency transients within this area.

2. Area U includes the more severe limits of frequency excursion occurring during
the occasional control action necepsary for the electric system function, such as the
initial starting of the electric system, the transferring of a power bus from one source
to another, or et, paralleling of generators. During these control actions, minor defrads-
tions in performance might be permitted in certain utilisation equipment without compro-
mise of overall aircraft performasnce. After such a frequency transient Is compirted,
however, the utilization equipment should return automatically to 100 percent performance,
with no decrees. in retiaillty,

3- Area II is the region where the most severe transient frequency excursions
occur on rare occasions during the life of an aircraft. When the frequency excursion is
in this ares, it would be the result of unexpected severe fault conditions within the elec-
tric system. These faults would be sufficiently serious to compromise the electric sys-
tem operation during the fault, and therefore utilization equipment should also be per.
mittrd correspondingly momentary loss of performance. Uf the fault is cleared, the elec-
tric system should go back to normal stuady state operation and utilization equipment
should return to 100 percent performance, with newligible effect on reliability.

4. Area IV is the regon of 3ncoutemplated transient frequency excursions The
designer uses his kuU capmbilitlea to design electric systems so that they will never
operate in this a•re. Utllzation equipment should not be required to perform In this
area or after the electric systems return to the other areas. In came of any remote pos.
ability of electric system operatio in this arem, utlization equipment should be roquited
to reu•al sade in this am and also In return to the other areas.

It ts required, for proper utilization equipment desig, to know the rate of frequency
change during frequency transmts In many caes utilization equipment perforance can
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be Influenced more by small transient frequency excursions at high rates of change than
by large transient frequency excursions at low rates of change.

The available frequency transients data were reviewed to extract rates of frequency
change. The rates of change during excessive voltage changes could not be considered
accurate as previously discussed, but the data did indicate that the maximum rates of
.-hange for corresponding frequency transients were as follows:

Operating Area Rate of Change (cps/a)

I 125
[1 250
111 500

It is likely that frequency transients in area I have rates of change greater than
125 cps. These transients should be considered as being associated with an area corres-
bonding to its rate of change rather than its excursic-. The definitions developed should
c-insider that the most severe aspect of the frequency transient, the rate of change or
S"xcurslon, should govern in classifying its area characteristic.

"*REQUENCY MODULATION

Frequency modulation originates from speed variations In a-c generator rotors due
to shaft torsions and drive speed regulation dynagnics used to maintain constant frequency.
As long as the frequency modulation remains below reasonable levels in terms of its
amplitude and rates, utilization equipment is not affected. However, It is not completely
clear as to what should be considered reasonable levels. For many years 400-cps inver-
ters have been used with considerable amplitude of frequency modulation but at unknown
rates and with few recorded problems of compatibility.

The Ulmited field experiences with compatibility problems due to frequency modulation
have Indicated that problems arise when the frequency modulation has gone to amplitudes
above *5 cpe. Very little data are available toward verifying that compatibility probtems
exist with frequency modulation amplitudes below A5 cps.

Two Inverters and a hydraulic constant speed drive were tested at adjusted speeds
and loads until the worst conditions of frequency modulation were obtained. Figures 9
and 10 show the oscWdograms obtained from the inverters. Figure II shows the oscillo-
gram obtained from the hydraulic constant speed drive. The instrumentation described
in figure 12 was used for the upper trace and the instrumentation described in figure 3
was used for the lower trace of these recordings.

Recent developments In rate gyros operated from the aircraft electric systems have
pointed toward an Increased requirement to maintain limits of frequency variations within
the cloeset practicable Umitz. This consideraUon is most applicable to frequency modu-
lation, since the modalation represents frequency variations which occur continuously
durift steady-state operation at rate of chbane critical to many equipments.

n view of these conditions, the ampltude ad the frequency characterialtic (rate) of
frequency moadatlon must be defined. A mems of doing this is to use a maximum limit
of *2 cps about a mean frequency for a gires period of time to define the modulation amp-
litude. TbK *2 cps excursioe limit for fre'lu.-ncy modulation leads to the eomaideratmo
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that maximum rate of change permitted for any complex wave of frequency modulation
should be no worse than the maximum rate of change during a sine wave excursion of
frequency modulation to the maximum allowed limits. If a continuous sine wave of fre-
quency deviation with a 1-second period is considered as traveling to the extremes of
-2 cps about a nominal frequency, the rates of freq'4ency change can be averaged as a
slope going from one positive extreme of the frequency deviation to the adjacent negative
extreme. This slope has an ordinate of 4 cgs and an abscissa of 0.5 second, giving a
rate of 8 cps/s. As shown by the dertvatiorA in appendix B, there is a ratio between
the slopes of the sine wave and triangular wave of 1.571 to I at the zero axis. Maximum
slope of the sine wave occurs at its zero aWes and is approximately equal to 12.6 cpu/s.
"Thus, a maximum rate of frequency change should be set correspondingly at 13 cpu/u.

The frequency characteristic of frequency modulation is generally random in its
nature until one factor predominates, such as instability in a speed regulator of a con-
stant speed drive. Under usual conditions the randomness of this characteristic does
rot allow ready analysis of its sine wave components but it can be limited sufficiently
by z.iecifying the maitmum rate of frequency change. The maximum rate of frequency
change can be identified as a maximum slope of a recording of frequency deviation, and
used as a means to determine conformance of the frequency characteristic.

When a phase discriminator such as shown in figure 8 is used to record and ana-
lyze frequency modulation, correspondence must be obtained toward equivalent quanti-
ties procured on a direct frequency scale. The actual shift in degrees differentiated in

respect to time . is the function of frequency difference between the measured fre-

quency and the standard frequency. The sense or direction of the frequency difference
from the standard frequency is lost. A phase shift slope of 720 degrees per second cor-
responds to a frequency deviation of 2 cps from the standard frequency. Rates of fre-
quency change of the measured frequency corresponds to the change from one phase shift
slope to another and as such Is extremely awkward to handle. Because of this difficulty
of Interpreting frequency data from phase shift data, It is considered that frequency
rather than phase instrumentation is most applicable for the measurement of frtý;uency
modulation,
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PROPOSED INSTRUMENTATION CRITERIA

It is proposed that adequate instrumentation be developed for measuring frequency
transients in an aircraft constant speed electric system. Such instrumentation should
tentatively provide the following overall characteristics:

1. The output (voltage analog of input frequency) should be independent of input
voltage variations between the limits of 5 to 200 V rms.

2. The output should have a zero center corresponding to the nominal input fre-
quency of 400 cps with a maximum span of *80 cps. A facility should be available to
r hange the 180-cps span to at least a *4-cps maximum span and with an intermediate
span cf *20 cps.

3. The output should not be less than *5 V for full span.

4. Any interference level should be below 1 percent of an,, full scale output.

5. Accuracy of any steady state final output should be within 2 percent.

6. For all input frequency deviations with rates of less than 500 cps/s, the
accuracy of reproduction should be within 5 percent.

7. Internal Impedance looking into the output terminals should be less than 5000
ohms with critical ftmperxig.

It is also proposed that the previously indicated instrumentation characteristics
become the basic criteria for evaluating initrumentation presently in use.

SPECIFICATION CHANGES

It is proposed that Specification No. MIL-E-7894, reference (c), be expanded to
include:

1. The following characteristics for frequency transi,_,ts:

a. A frequency transient caused by usual electric system operations required
directly for function and mission of aircraft shall be within area I of figure 12 and have
no rate of frequency change greater than 125 cps/s.

b. A frequency transient caused by an occasional electric system operation required
expressly for function of the electric system shall be within area 11 of figure 12 or less
and have no rate of frequency change greater than 250 cps/s.

c. A frequency transient whose occurrence is not under any manual or automatic
control, and is caused by a rare electric system operation, shall be within area MI of
figure 12 or less ard have no rate of frequency change greater than 500 cps/a.
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d. No frequency transient shall occur in area IV of figure 12, or have a rate of fre-

quency change greater than 500 cps/s, during any electric system operation.

2. The following characteristics for frequency modulation:

a. Frequency modulation sha)l be within a 12-cpa band about a mean frequency dur-

Ing any one-minute of system operation. This band shall always be within the steady
state frequency limits.

b. Any rate of frequency change due to frequency modulation shall not be greamr

than 18 cpa/s.

3. The following requirements for uttliastlon equipments:

a. During transients In area I of figure 12 or with rates of transient frequency

change less than 126 cps/a, utilization equipment shall provide 100 percent performeAce
and remain unaffected In reliablty.
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b. During transients in area 11 of figure 12, or with rates of transient frequency
change between 125 and 250 cps/s, utilization equipment shall:

(1) provide 100 percent performance unless the detail specification for a given
utilization equipment defines specific regions and degrees of performance degradations

(2) remain safe,
(3) recover to 100 percent performance automatically after system recovery

from the transient when any degradated performance is allowed,
(4) remain unaffected in reliability.

c. During transients in area MI of figure 12, or with rates of transient frequency
change between 250 and 500 cps/s, utilization equipment:

(1) shall not be required to perform unless the equipment detail specification
requires specific regions and degrees of performance,

(2) may have momentary loss of function during the transient,
(3) shall remain safe,
(4) shall return to 100 percent performance automatically unless equipment

detail specification permits manual reset after transient recovery,
(5) recover with negl-igible effect on reliability.

d. During transients in area IV of figure 12 or with rates of transient frequen•1y
change above 500 cps/s, utilization equipment:

(1) shall not be required to perform,
(2) shall remain safe during and after the transient,
(3) shall precipitate no adverse conditions except those caused by the natural

loss of the equipment function,
(4) may be affected in reliability.
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TABLE I

ELECTRIC SYSTEM
COMPATIBILITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR FREQUENCY TRANSIENTS

BEWEEN AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC SYSTEMS AND UTILIZATION EQUIPMENTS

TABLE I

ELECTRIC SYSTEM
COMPATIBILM RELATIONSHXPS FOR ?REQUENCY TRASIENTS

BDym AIRcRAPT ELECTRIC SYSTEMS AND UTILIZATION EQUIPMaM.

Area I Area I Area II Area IV

(D) Normal load switching (D) Bus switching (D) Faults Auld recovery (P) No electric system
from faults operation In this

rF) Al fllgr. conditions (D) Synchronizing (D) Rst after aultare

(F) ue)sual e/ectric system, D) Wareup not seen by utili-
oer-•'lcne required for zation equipment
aircra&ft funr.ction and ( E) Ilectric system
isseeon operations required (C) Electric system

for function of o;Wratlon in this
(F) Ocaurrence under manual electric system area occur* rarely,

or autonatic control perhape once during
(P) Usually tied in to any given alroraft

distinct aircrkft flight
operational con-
ditione C?) Occurrence not under

any manual or auto-
(W) Electric system matic control

operations In this
area occur occasion- C) Recovery under auto-
ally, perhaps 3 times matic or manual coetrol
during one opre-
tional period

Note: Pui.ctl:nal W C?)
Deslgr. D

TABLE II

UTILIZATION EQUIPMENT
COMPATIBILITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR FREQUENCY TRANSIENTS

BETWEEN AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC SYSTDMS AND UTILIZATION EQUIPMENTS

UTM1I7ATION PQUIPKMN
COIMATmU.XTW RIMATION HZPI FOR FRQDO YANIiaPTS

UWVY AIRCRAFT ,EiT•RC Sv$T3 3 40M UTIL1Z4TION UIPMOUTS

_____ ~Area 1!

W" 1009 perwcance (F) 00% performance (") No performance (y) "a ot prr'"' ms
(ournl.gr transient) (during transient) requ.re.1 Uq%084 de-
uP) No cnlee In reliability s6e elquipmt 4un. lless esqu•ent Os- tail Lpse "stAte@
toe'l el de ~ tail spas e quires ofppi -Able I~potions

Guaow~nce or region@ selcitl'e rllesin n Ar lr~o IVnd reql roee
S/( degreosJ or perrel. "areasO at INPorrmlIww spd~l'oiat _eio, aNlnd

manes degradation to be maintainds derees of 0104p r.
foarmorl O bo mhee -

(I) Remain safe (P) aRiSn ae talinoet

(P) Return to 10" Ferrer. (W) Momentary 1eek Of (P) Remain sale
manes autamasleslly after egutiment tnotions
recovery frwm trealsint net permitted to (VI Return to poprormacce

affect l pesot per. not requilrd lls
(P) No ceawge in reliability fermanes aofer recov. sailed out In daltaI

er; from transient spes icalmi

(F) Return to 10OII pl• er- (r) To ;reo.lpitee rA ad.
mano*oseauteialsally ype verse .cniidleeos eaept
less equAI9 t "etall those caused the
speo sese manual re. n oitsal 10e or the
set of equAiment iIipent Ammonm

(F) on21141le (F) on molleclu sy O erelabllllll l affected

0D) Intessrl prot4esem
from c er Soo

Nowe, PjActional - (W)
tlesta . (i) ,2
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATIONS TO DETERMINE ERROR OF FUNDAMENTAL
COMPONENT OF A VARIABLE VOLTAGE SINE WAVE CLIPPED

AT A CONSTANT AMPLITUDE

By 8. Wolin

Given: Em = Peak voltage of a variable voltage sine wave.

b = Peak voltage at the constant clipping level.

e = Variable voltage at any instant.

T = Total period of a sine wave.

T = Time at which clipping starts.

/ \T1/ T T-r

2 T

(1) e a E sinwt, 2v 1 - T

(2) b - Bra sin wv

also: b a•e sinm T r)"

(8) From (2) sin w T b

Sand w r - arc sin It- -)

-AnI

teeosra 2 arc sin
m
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(4) General Fourier analysis of a periodic function is given by the expression:

e(t) a 90 + Bcoswt + B2 cos 2Wt . .......

+ Alsin(&t + A2 sin2wt +. ......

In this case B0 a zero since there is no d -c component. Also since in this

case there are no even harmonics, B1 = 0, 82 = 0, ......

Hence In this case:

e(t) = Aisinut +A2 sin 2t + .... Asin not,

where A0 a (T e(t) sin (nwt)d.
0

(5) To obtain the general expression foi' the Fourier coefficients of the dis-
continuous wave, the period 0 to T is divided into the intervals 0 to r,

T T T1 T
tOW2- ,r1-y - to2 + ,'IT + r toT - r andT -r toT.

2n [f T •m't (sin .••)dt
2

+ / 2 b sin (nkt) dt

fY + sM ut (sin nwt) dt

TT-

+ (-b) in (ant) dt

T

I - sIinbW t(slin nht) aJ
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(6) Since the fundamental component after cLipping is the item of interest,
n 1 1 is used to derive the fundamental component, and thus:

Or

A, .-- sin2 wtdt
TM[Ef 

2

+ b sinw t dt

+ Em sin2wt dk

/T -r

+ (-b) BMWn~ t dt

+T

T

T

SIn a£ sn& t dt
)T -r

(7) Itegra the eUm ession, it becomes:

( 2bcoseir)

* ( ~310 sin ISV)

* *( 2 lu 4.]

A- --
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(8) SimplifyID9 and coUectIng terms;

A 2 E" s2 - 4bcosworA i a-

(9) From equation (2):

i~m 2 7b 2

cos or w

(10) sIn 2'Or - 2 sinw rcoswr ; then msbstituUng from equations (9) and (3):

sin 2wi. 2 (b(/m b

s•2ur. :1 m

- ib V -b 2b
32

m

(11) SubsUbtit equations from (1), (3), (0), and (10) Into (8) to remove the tintfunctoua:

[3Z ( ( )

3A' SA It

Im

S- A-4 -

T 
-,-mI4b am.....A WNI"mfrteaptuko t
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(13) For the condition when clipping starts, b equals Em and the izgwrston
reduces to:

21r mm Em2  - EmE
A1  " r arc sin ' +j " i

and Al •gm

For the condition when Xm is Infinitely large in relation to b (the clipping level),

the expresasion reduces to A1 a 1.27 b. Thus, when the starting point of Em is large
in reference to the level at whicb it is clipped, as it is reduced to the clipping level (b)
there Is a decrease of the fundamental component from 1.27 to 1. This constitutes an

error as high as..qIL or 21.3 percent in the assumption that squaring a wave of varying
1.27

amplithde maintains a constant outpu at the fundamental frequency.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION TO DETERMINE THE RATIO OF SLOPE
OF A TRIANGULAR WAVE TO THE SLOPE OF A SINE WAVE

AT ITS POINT OF INFLECTION, BOTH WAVES
HAVING THIE SAME TIME PERIOD AND MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE

By S. Wolin

Given: fm a maximum deviation In terms of frequency.

f - variable frequency at any point.

T z total time period of both the sine wave and the
triw*glar wave.

mI a slope of sin* wave at the point of Inflection.

m2 = slope of triangular wave.

f

LT/T

(1) f "fm sinwt, where w 2 wfandw - T

(2) Difrentlatrng the equation in (1) with respect to t:

di
-*=s f* coest

(3) emf tisting equsila (2) with respect t:

•-W Its sin Wt

'• -s-1 t
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(4) For the point of Inflection along the t axis - 0

" 2 fm girelt a 0.

From the above equation it may be shown that the point of inflection and maximum
slope, along the t axis is T/2.

(5) The slope at the point of inflection can be determined by substituting t = T/2 in
equation (2):

dt 2 1  i 1

(6) From the figure it is evident that the slope of the triangular wave going through
the point T/3 is given by:

2 fin 4 fm
m2 T/2 -"

(7) The ratio of slopes, I then:

mI 1.

1571.
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